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Abstract 

 
Would we perceive colors in a different way on Mars? Is it possible that humanity will                

develop color blindness while living in space because of prolonged exposure to low gravity?              

Such questions sparked the following research into the design of tools for Outer Space              

conditions. 
The design of the tools for past space missions give us the background of the type of                 

materials tools have to be made out of to be useful for astronauts. But our history as space                  

explorers was limited to the Moon surface with the Apollo missions. Now, humans are about               

to face the Martian surface, where conditions are entirely different. Not only physically but              

psychologically. Over this research, we will be discussing the reason, importance, and            

dangers of space exploration under the premise that we, as explorers, will have to face the                

most significant test humanity has faced so far as species. 

 

The first chapter contextualizes Iceland as an ideal place for space research and a test               

field of space exploration development. I am connecting the country's extreme characteristics            

with other planets to understand why this place is essential and relevant for the topic. 

The second chapter will deal with more technical questions and solutions as we will              

see the design proposal for the Icelandic space tools and the reason behind its appearance. 

The third chapter goes deeper into the medical aspects of the proposal and the project               

itself. Dealing with scientific tests and results obtained by astronauts aboard the International             

space station (ISS), this part will help better understand microgravity's issue to answer our              

initial questions. 
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Introduction. 

 

We live in a time of a new space exploration stage, where we are closer than ever to leave                   

our planet permanently. The topic of space colonization is not only a science fiction idea               

anymore; it has become part of a global pop culture into which every world power is                

participating. Different governments and their space agencies are working together with           

private companies to create a network of partnerships. This renewed interest for Space             

seems to show that the world is looking forward to this new era altogether. 

Space agencies from The United States, Canada, Europe, India, Japan, and Australia are             

joining forces to develop the necessary technology to take humanity to other worlds. In              

addition, private companies hired by these governmental agencies like SpaceX or Blue            

Origin, both American aerospace transportation service companies, contribute their         

technology and economic resources to space research. In their view, Space should become a              

possible destination open to everyone. Unlike the cold war era space programs, this time,              

the addition of the private sector and private perspectives open the discussion. It changes              

the narrative into a more shareable stage, taking away the exclusive governmental approach             

that ruled space exploration history during the cold war and later. A positive point on this                

open market that space ran into is that people from every field could feel the confidence to                 

go deep into it, creating collaborations and different perspectives. In order to model life in 

outer space, these various agents often use ´analogs´on Earth. We will look into the case of 

Iceland in the first part of the discussion. 

In the past, we have sent humans and animals, plants, and all kinds of species to                

explore different capacities and look at how various life forms adapt to space conditions. An               

example is the spider web experiment conducted in the international space station. This             

experiment that was not focused on a political context, explored the field of imagination              

and fantasy by bringing the attention of academics and the film industry to the way spiders                

build their webs in microgravity. Getting also special attention to the possibilities space has              

to offer to do things differently. By exploring all these new fields and a political center                

approach, outer space opened to speculation. In the second part we will study various              

approaches to space research, some of them imaginary, which offer a critical counterpoint             

to the Western narrative. 

 



Nowadays, our dreams of possibilities in space echo the time of automatization on             

Earth, where robots have become a more significant part of our lives. With all these robotic                

technologies we have at our disposal, sending fragile life forms like humans or animals to               

extreme environments seems strange. Landers and robots have been taken to different            

moons and planets to test their settings, and data shows things are challenging even for               

robots. Extreme temperatures, enormous atmospheric pressures, inhospitable lands. Why         

would you prefer to start a colony with humans and not with robots to make things easier                 

for future generations? Why are we in love with space? Why are we attracted to this specific                 

place, rather than, for example, under the sea as our next home? Perhaps some of the                

answers are found in the recurrent narrative of Humans as explorers and fearless colonizers              

of other worlds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.Icelandic context. 

 

NASA defines planetary analog missions as earth expeditions in preparation for a space             

mission1. Iceland has one of the most moon-like terrains on Earth, making it a perfect place                

for astronauts training due to its conditions. In fact, 9 out of the 12 people that set foot on                   

the Moon trained in Iceland. The first two expeditions happened in 1965 and 1967, where               

Neil Armstrong and 30 other astronauts underwent field training before the Apollo mission             

to the Moon in 1969. The environment the nation presents makes us think we are on                

another planet, and this is not far from the reality. Iceland has many places that resemble                

the conditions of our solar system due to its extreme natural forces. From Geologists to               

Astronauts, they have taken advantage of these unusual conditions to research and test             

their ideas and even their bodies before facing outer space. Iceland has become then a test                

field as far as space exploration is concerned. 

 

 

 Figure 1.  

1 Mars, K, “About analog missions,” Analog Missions, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA), May 2019, https://www.nasa.gov/analogs/what-are-analog-missions. 

 



 

 

 

        Figure 2. 

 

Nowadays, Iceland is still a test field in extreme scenarios. Some divisions in the country               

operate under unusual and dangerous conditions, for example: 

 

- ISA ( Iceland Space Agency). 

The ISA is a private organization focused on the research, testing, and training of space               

matters. Linking Iceland with other nation's organizations, researchers, and enterprises.          

Their projects set and tackle possible scenarios for humanity in outer space by placing              

people on specific spots all over the island. For example:  

 



Project ISAGEVR1 ( Iceland Space Agency Glacial Expedition w/ Volcanic Research Expedition            

1 ) was an expedition at the Grímsvötn location to collect the area's data, testing the                

potential of tools and techniques and its possible use for missions on the Martian surface. 

Using the space suit MS1, the project tested the user's capability to identify signs of Martian                

life, use geothermal energy, and explore sources of frozen water to reuse them. Another              

point of interest is testing the suit under an arctic environment similar to what would be                

found on the Martian surface and help design future space suits to inform how astronauts               

could be trained. 

 

 

 

  Figure 3. 

 



 

  Figure 4.  

- ICE-SAR ( Iceland association for search and rescue ). 

Special rescue forces trained to face the most extreme conditions both at sea and land all                

over Iceland. They have developed equipment that enables them to get anywhere in the              

most challenging scenarios like volcanic eruptions, avalanches, earthquakes, and other          

natural disasters. 

 

 

                               Figure 5.   

 



These examples show the county's capacity to push human research to the next level and               

set the base to build up a whole culture around survival, resistance, and exploration. 

 

 

1.1: Similarities with outer space. Iceland as an analog of space on Earth. 

 

Field tests in locations that have physical similarities to the extreme space environments             

provide data about the strengths, limitations, and ways to combine humans and robotic             

efforts to face space-like conditions here on Earth. 

Landscapes, soil composition, minerals, rocks are elements that link Iceland with other            

places in our solar system. The space agency's primary goal in the country is to understand                

better what space's mission would look like. And by leading analog missions, people from              

different backgrounds collect the necessary information to test ideas.  

The next map shows some places where analog missions and scientific experiments have             

been conducted in Iceland.  

 

 

 

 



1-Hlíðarfjall dome 

A mountain in the north of Iceland with similar measures and materials as Ahuna Mons on                

Ceres, a dwarf planet in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. According to NASA’s Jet                

propulsion laboratory publication, “What Looks Like Ceres on Earth?”2 Hlíðarfjall dome has            

loose, fine-grained material, and these behave similarly when they protrude out of the crust              

to form volcanoes in both cases, on Ceres and Iceland. 

 

 

              Figure 6. 

 

           Figure 7. 

 

2 McGregor, V., Greicius T., Jackson, R., Hartono, N. “What Looks Like Ceres on Earth?” Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, July 2018, 
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=7196. 

 



 

 

 

2-Pit Chains 

Seismic events around the 1970s formed a system related to faults and fractures in the               

north of Iceland. Similar formations and patterns have been found on Mars and the dwarf               

planet Ceres.3 

 

 

      Figure 8. 

 

         Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

3 McGregor, “What Looks Like Ceres on Earth?” 

 



3-Lambahraun lava field 

Close to Iceland's second biggest glacier, Langjokull, the Lambahraun lava field resembles            

martian condition with its black sand basalts. Engineers and scientists think this area gives              

an idea of how the landing on Mars could be and possible threats the mission could face. 

In July 2019, NASA founded the project SAND-E ( Semi-Autonomous Navigation for Detrital             

Environments ) to study Mars-like volcanic sand environments in Iceland. The rover helped             

NASA to develop exploration and data recollection strategies. 

 

 

            Figure 10. 

 

4-Skútustaðir pseudocraters 

These are unique land formations known as pseudocraters or rootless cones. Although they             

look like normal craters, these formations are different because they don't connect to             

magma chambers underground. They have these particular conditions because lava was           

flowing over wetland surfaces, and the steam caused big explosions leaving the shape of a               

crater. 

Similar formations were captured on Mars in Elysium Planitia, Marte Valles, and Amazonis             

Planitia in the red planet's northern hemisphere by NASA's Mars orbiters camera (MOC).4             

Cone-shaped structures with holes at their summits are distributed in small clusters with             

4 McGregor, V., Greicius T., Jackson, R., Hartono, N. “Possible Rootless Cones or Pseudo craters on Mars.” Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, May2000, 
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/spaceimages/details.php?id=PIA02341. 

 



specific patterns. Because of these characteristics and conditions, scientists believe these           

might be pseudocraters formed by lava flow like the ones we can find on Earth. 

 

 

             Figure 11. 

 

            Figure 12. 

 

5- Grímsvötn Volcano 

This caldera is one of the most active of all countries, and one of the most recent eruptions                  

happened here in 2011. According to the Earth Science Institute and the Icelandic             

Meteorological Office, since its first eruption in 1996, Grímsvötn erupts on average each             

 



5-10 years. The area is highly seismic, and geothermal activity has been increasing over the               

past years. 

For research purposes, the area has a high potential of being studied for space              

exploration purposes. The Icelandic Space Agency conducted an expedition to test one of             

their spacesuit ( MS1 ) under these conditions to learn how humans could perform ordinary               

tasks on Mars's surface. 

 

 

   Figure 13. 

6-Holuhraun flood basalts. 

These formations appeared when fissures of volcanic areas ripped into the surface, serving             

as lava and sometimes water containers. Later and because of the pressure, the material              

inside the fissures spill across the surface and smooth craters.5 

 

 

5 Przyborski, P. “Flood Basalts on Mars and Iceland.” NASA Earth observatory, NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center, October 2018, https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/92858/flood-basalts-on-mars-and-iceland. 

 



 

           Figure 14. 

 

          Figure 15. 

 

Other areas of interest: 

 

- Hverfjall… Crater 

- Víti… Crater 

- Seltún… Geothermal area 

- Gunnuhver… Geothermal Area 

- Hverir… Geothermal Area 

- Krýsuvík…Geothermal area 

 

 



2.Alternatives views of space. 

 

Different interests exist regarding exploring outer space. Some of them represent an old             

version of our search to reach it, and others are new plans and hopes to conquer it. During                  

the Space Race (1955-1975), analog missions were conducted with a clear idea: set the first               

man on the moon, which means that all the past tasks and effort had this direction. Building                 

rockets with enough energy and power, finding the proper materials to resist atmospheric             

pressure and materials for space conditions, the whole race was focused more on             

engineering principles than any other field. But the idea of the space race continues, and we                

can see it by the way the world is still in need of going out there. It seems the space race                     

never finished but changed to a second stage, from reaching space to take advantage of its                

resources. Nowadays, stage 2 of the space race is happening, and it is led by the desire to                  

get the resources space has to offer. We have already overcome the difficulties of reaching               

space, and now the race is focused on what we are getting in return.  

Governments, the scientific community, private industry, and academia create their path to            

space to get something from space exploration, such as housing, commercial flights, mining,             

and props for art creations. 

Physicist Neil DeGrasse Tyson, science communicator and author of many books about the              

cosmos, speaks about people's interest for space in different fields. He says that the main               

focus is on the potential of the private sector, and eventually, companies and governments              

will lead their resources towards space exploration. 

 

"The first trillionaire is going to be the first person who exploits space resources on asteroids                

or comets."6  

         - Neil DeGrasse Tyson 

 

 

 

 

6 DeGrasse, N, “Neil deGrasse Tyson: First trillionaire will exploit space resources,” September 2018, Fox 
Business, 3:16, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQV7DblvAT0. 
 

 



2.1: Other space programs. 

 

-Artemis project (2024). 

 

The Artemis project is probably the most well-known project regarding space right now. The              

program is a spaceflight plan from the U.S. government carried out by NASA and other               

space agencies like the European Space Agencies, Canada, Japan, and Australia, that plans             

to take the first woman and next man to the moon by 2024 and to set the first humans on                    

Mars by 2030. Also, NASA's private companies contribute to developing technologies and            

vehicles to take people to these places. Companies like SpaceX, Blue Origin, and Ceres              

Robotics are working on different initiatives to produce transportation that will reduce costs             

and increase possible commercial flights' efficiency in the future. For now, the Artemis             

program Is in the first stages and looking into the development of lunar transport for the                

next crew under the name of the "CLPS" initiative or Commercial Lunar Payload Services. 

In this case, working with commercial and governmental associations together          

reflects the desire to create an industry that generates economic profits and follows the              

capitalist system. This project's plan sticks to the necessity of the sectors and shows a               

space-earth-like version with the same activities and ideas on people's daily routine. The             

picture below, posted by NASA on their web page, shows a narrative of everyday life on                

Earth. People are working the land to collect sufficient resources to survive. What is              

different in this journey that waits for us? It seems that we will only use another layer of                  

clothes and live the same life with the same tools, same schedule, same goals. The future                

pictured follows the pattern of human history on Earth and is not telling us the ambitions of                 

the space program. Instead, this creates a colder version of Earth life, where the most               

present things are isolation, loneliness, and starvation. Our journey under this scenario            

seems challenging and a real sacrifice by the people who will perform it.  

Maybe this is a realistic approach to what is waiting for us out there, but at the same                  

time scary and lacks the human touch. No mistakes, no free time, no relaxation. Is the                

perspective of a life where any mistake in equipment or planning lethal really attractive? 

 

 



 

Figure 16.  

-The Welsh Space Campaign by Hefin Jones (2016). 

 

This project aims to launch ordinary people into space and give a cosmic context to Welsh                

culture. Conducted by a young designer (Hefin Jones), The campaign uses the Welsh culture              

as the primary focus by using arts and crafts and old techniques on wool production. For                

example, Jones asked factory workers and artisans to help him develop an astronaut suit              

using the last remaining wool mills in Wales. Local craftsmen built the suit, boots, and even                

the pressure system to create a strong cultural identity around the process and the whole               

project. 

This imaginary approach is different from the Artemis project. The discussion Hefin            

creates around the campaign amplifies the heritage and cultural identity by taking            

craftsmen to space and not people specially trained for space missions. What the project              

creates is a new meaning and function for space exploration as a catalyst for local crafts.                

Bringing ordinary people to space and their skills will make it feel more like home. What we                 

can see in this campaign is the sensibility people imprint in the whole concept. There is                

always the hope of taking our life with us in this type of journey. From ancient Greek                 

explorations like the Odyssey, Roman campaigns to Egypt, and the Spanish on their way to               

 



America, people always look back on what they have before leaving. Our family, our stuff,               

our goods are part of us, and bringing some of it with us might diminish the nostalgia. 

 

 

 

Figure 17.  

 

-The Afronauts (1960). 

 

The Zambia National Academy of Science, Space Research, and Astronomical Research were            

founded in 1964 by Edward Makuka Nkoloso. A Zambian science teacher who decided to              

train the first African crew to go to the moon and Mars. The program consisted of                

developing an aluminum rocket launched by a catapult system to take a woman and two               

cats into space. 

Nkoloso started his academy 20 miles away from Lusaka, Zambia’s capital, training            

people with physical exercises with low-cost materials and procedures. Jumping up and            

down, clapping, rolling inside a barrel downhill, and spinning around trees were the kind of               

activities the astronauts were taught to do. He claimed he was seven years ahead in               

technology from other space agencies and that he only needed a couple of thousands of               

dollars to reach the moon and not billions of dollars like the U.S. or Russia. 

 



The program was strongly influenced by Nkoloso’s political positions claiming that           

the president of Zambia, Kenneth David Kaunda, was stopping his progress with no             

recognition and no economic support. Nkoloso started the whole program illegally by            

creating his academy out of the government's jurisdiction. The launch that was programmed             

for the national day of Zambia never happened and had no national recognition. Some              

people discredit the efforts of Nkoloso, claiming that he suffered from post war symptoms              

and was mentally disabled, satirizing the multi-billion-dollar space race against the Russians            

and making fun of Americans. Afronauts introduces the narrative of the unconventional. An             

insane person who wants to skip the authority by building his society out there in space is                 

the most common idea people had back in the days. Now, and because the topic of space                 

became part of pop culture, insanity is not a term to discredit the dream of people to reach                  

outer space, but rather it encourages search and exploration. The heritage these kinds of              

projects left was the inclusion of imagination as an indispensable part of progress. 

 

 

Figure 18.  

 

 

 



-Magnificent Desolations by Joseph Popper (2020). 

 

The idea of color perception of Mars is something that was being said in the past as a way to                    

imagine radical changes in our life. In the book "Red Star” by Alexander Bogdanov, the idea                

of a monochromatic life is presented dealing with different aspects of our life like art,               

medicine, construction. This approach sets the concept of how monochrome could           

impoverish the viewer's reception of a work. 

 

"I have always thought that deviations from reality cannot be a necessary element of art;               

they are even anti-aesthetic when they impoverish the viewer's reception of the work. This              

is the case with uniformly colored sculpture, as the concentrated idealization of life that              

constitutes the essence of art is lessened rather than heightened by such a lack of               

realism."7 

 

The viewer's reception's impoverishment is a scenario that we will face if color blindness              

does appear in future generations. Color then will have a completely different concept and              

way of use that won't be directly connected to Martians. Maybe people with normal vision               

here on Earth will have to take care of Martian viewers, and cameras and robots will be our                  

intermediaries between these two types of color receptors.  

This is only another issue that humanity could face at the beginning like any other problem,                

for example, economic, technical, or supply problems. 

The impoverishment and dependency sound like a path humanity could face like an endless              

circle. The dependence impoverishes our perception of others' points of view. We will             

continue depending on others' points of view because our perception is so impoverished             

that we can't think for ourselves. These human limitations carry a strong dependency from              

the home planet that it doesn't seem we will be able to cut, and relying more and more on                   

Earth could become dangerous when the aim is to start a new life out of it.  

Regarding the problem between humanity out there and our connections with Earth            

and emotional issues. The text of Joseph Popper, a Ph.D. Candidate at the FHNW Academy               

7 Bogdanov, A. Red star: The first Bolshevik Utopia. Indiana, USA: Indiana University Press, 1984. 
https://books.google.is/books?id=WeIJAgAAQBAJ&pg=PR5&source=kp_read_button&redir_esc=y#v=onepag
e&q&f=false. 

 



of Art and Design in Basel, Switzerland. "Magnificent Desolations: imagining ambition,           

anxiety, and indifference in outer space." Describes how vital were the words from Buzz              

Aldrin when describing the Moon landscape as "magnificent desolation." This caused a            

tremendous impact on humans' ideas about space because Desolation can mean           

destruction or emptiness when colonizing space. At the same time, creating a narrative of              

uncertainty and emptiness about what is the role we are playing as colonizers. 

 

He opens the discussion with different images regarding Desolation: 

 

_ Desolation as destruction by forming the idea of fear for survival.  

_ Desolation as unsustainability. We are dealing with a possible future where the planet is               

no longer capable of sustaining the human population and material consumption. 

_ Desolation is indifference where space is represented by the cold and hostile environment              

in contrast with the commercial space flight imaginaries—a matter of contradiction in how             

our future is projected. 

 

Popper's text lets us see how far this idea of Desolation leads to a detachment of our nature                  

and how deconstructed our future could be when thinking about humanity's idea. In             

addition to Popper's text, one image that opens another branch regarding desolation is the              

concept we discussed earlier. The circle between impoverishment and dependency. 

The circle that takes away usefulness and creates a dependent being unable to develop.              

Dependent on their home and the judgment and perception of someone else, make these              

beings stay below robots in terms of creation and independence. This is the Desolation as               

impoverishment and dependency of the colorblind Martian colony. A narrative of inability            

and frustration not only on the lack of color range but the development of a new home on                  

another planet. 

Space travel brings a variety of problems like economic, technical, or perception problems in              

this case. All of these issues make us question if we are ready to leave mother Earth. 

 

This is what tools development fights against. The dependency and stillness of humanity. As              

we said before, "showing the tool, not as a powerful object itself, but the extension of our                 

power." Tools serve us to keep building our identity as explorers and conquerors. 

 



3. Fictive Space Tools and Human limitations in Space. 

 

3.1: Homo Faber in space: tools for space exploration. 

 

"Man is a tool-using animal. Without tools, he is nothing. With tools, he is all."  

Thomas Carlyle. 

 

The progress of humankind is regularly measured on what we have built, and most of those                

building activities required using some sort of tools. The artifacts we create to make our life                

more comfortable are things that, at the same time, are challenging our present and setting               

new limits to build something new. Definitions sometimes feel incomplete and narrow. For             

example, the Cambridge dictionary defines a tool as a piece of equipment that you use with                

your hands to make or repair something. Perhaps, a more extensive definition incorporates             

concepts and abstractions as 'tools' used by Humans to achieve specific purposes. I believe              

Thomas Carlyle's quote represents better the human-tool relationship. Using the concept of            

"all" and "nothing," he expresses Humanity's absolute need for tools. Physical or            

conceptual. They have become man's best friend in challenging conditions. 

In the first chapter, we talked about the similarities Iceland has with outer space and               

how this makes the country an ideal place for analog missions. And in the last part, we                 

discussed what alternative and imaginary space programs offered or will offer to the space              

context. Now we will focus on some specific essential tools and discuss how they are related                

to physical conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.2: Tools and Vision. 

 

The importance of space tools increased when, in 1969, the Apollo mission crew was meant               

to step on the Moon. They used a variety of soil collectors made of stainless steel and                 

aluminum designed explicitly for moon conditions. 

 

 

Figure 19.  

 

These sampling tools were light and strong enough to resist space conditions and easy to               

see due to its shininess and clear surface. They were creating a contrast between the pale                

lunar surface and the bright materials when hit by sunshine. 

 

 



 

Figure 20.  

In this black and white frame of the first moon landing, we can appreciate the highlights and                 

strong reflections that materials have. This happened because the Moon has no            

atmosphere, and nothing is blocking the light reflection. 

 

Contrary to the Moon, Mars has an Atmosphere, an essential factor that prevents the tools'               

design from being the same. The thin atmosphere retains minerals, soil, and rust, giving the               

planet its appearance. But thanks to rovers and orbiters we know that, in reality, Mars has a                 

butterscotch color, according to NASA. 

 

 

Figure 21.  

 

Not only reddish tones but also golden, brown, and even greenish tones are present on               

Mars's surface. These create a more dynamic visual spectrum from a chromatic perspective             

in contrast to the Moon´s monochromatic landscape. In “figure 19”, we can see how              

 



brightness and clear material are the right combination to spot and draw attention in space.               

And even though the Martian atmosphere has a reddish tone, it is still possible to see the                 

difference between colors and styles.  

However, under dust storm conditions, Mars is a different place. These events can plague              

the planet for several weeks and kick up enough dust in the air to completely cover the                 

ground and block out the sun. 

 

"Every year, there are some moderately big dust storms that pop up on Mars, and they                

cover continent-sized areas and last for weeks at a time," said Michael Smith, a planetary               

scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.8 

 

 

Figure 22.

 

The Martian rovers took the previous images in the dust storm season of 2019. The robots                

captured how the storm in weeks covered the entire planet reducing the amount of sunlight               

until darkness. This situation is perhaps the most threatening in terms of color and material               

appreciation and why they couldn't be the same. Therefore, tools for enhanced vision such              

8 Mersman, K. “The Fact and Fiction of Martian Dust Storms.” Mars Exploration Program, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, September 2015. 
https://mars.nasa.gov/news/1854/the-fact-and-fiction-of-martian-dust-storms/. 
  

 



as helmets are essential equipment for Humans to be able to function on Mars, and avoid                

the different circumstances that could change the perception of colors. Such circumstances            

are dust storms, equipment, and vision problems. 

Dust storms on mars happen frequently and sometimes last for several weeks,            

reaching speeds of up to 60 mph. The main problem is that dust can cause electronic issues,                 

and also solar panels are covered, stopping energy recharging. Because of dust, Colours and              

textures are blocked to human's eyes during dust storms on outdoors activities. 

The central part of an astronaut helmet is the clear plastic bubble. The Extravehicular              

Visor Assembly covers this bubble. And the visor is coated with a thin layer of gold that                 

filters out the sun's harmful rays. This makes the astronaut's vision altered from the              

standard color spectrum used here on earth. 

Vision problems. Several studies conducted by NASA reveal that, due to           

microgravity, astronauts' eyes are exposed to a condition that presses their eyeballs from             

inside, causing vision problems on long term missions. This is not directly related to              

chromatic issues, but bad vision and helmet visor or dust storms can distort the way we                

perceive colors. 

 

 

        Figure 23.  

 

 



In our fictional martian mission, this could affect the way astronauts work in outdoor              

activities. Their main tasks will focus on constructing settlements, solar panels, greenhouses,            

and so on. Maintenance of systems, robots, and their own houses. And research about the               

planet's resources. So, it is vital to control the way astronauts perceive the environment to               

reduce mistakes and accidents. In terms of safety, there is a difference between warning              

signs, colors, and textures we use on Earth, those they use on the moon, and those they will                  

use on Mars. 

As part of this exploration of colors and textures, I conducted a small experiment              

imitating Mars conditions. Soil, tools, and helmets with colored vision were recreated to             

resemble the way astronauts would work and recollect resources on the Martian surface. 

The next images show the shovel in different colors simulating the tool is on the               

ground and the ease with which it will be seen. The idea is to compare if some colors are                   

better than others in terms of visibility. 

 

  

Green. Purple.     Yellow.  

   

Red.  Light Blue.     Orange. 

 



 

Black.  Dark_Blue.     White. 

  

Silver.   Gold. 

 

Dark colors like purple, black, and dark blue are not suitable to spot at first sight and could                  

be confused when the environment has many shadows. Reddish tones like red, orange, and              

yellow still stand out on earth, but they could be complicated if the soil has more rust                 

concentration. White, silver, and gold are good options when the weather conditions are             

optimal. But also, rust and other minerals have shine, and this could be confusing as well.                

Green and light blue seem to be a better option because they stand out, and there is                 

nothing to confuse them with. However, some parts of the Martian surface have a greenish               

tone, but this is minimal. 

In the next images we can appreciate the patterns that consist of bright and neon               

colors to highlight during daytime and glow in the dark paint to highlight during darkness.               

Adding a UV light helps increase the effect of these colors and charge quicker the paint with                 

light. 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.3: Medical aspects. 

 

The importance of how we will see another planet lies in the perception of our               

surroundings. Although we are not entirely sure of the changes we will face, we can use                

techniques and prepare for this. From possible scenarios like blurred vision to more             

speculative ones like a change in how we perceive colors, experiments in different fields              

provide exciting information about these possibilities. This part of the project deals with the              

hypothetical question, "Is it possible that color blindness develops in future generations due             

to long exposure to microgravity?" and explains this possible scenario. The path the project              

opens when dealing with this hypothetical question is a scientific part that needs to be               

tested and based on facts before being called scientific research. 

On the other hand, the fact that a human hasn't gone to Mars yet, and we don't know how a                    

body will behave, opens room for speculation even in the scientific field. This is where the                

project fits into science. A better understanding of a problem that could be presented to us                

and a solution based on arts and design. 

 

The effect of microgravity on vision is something that has been studied since the first space                

flight with humans in 1961 happened. When human bodies are exposed to microgravity for              

long, the vision's alterations are more probable and more harmful. Although not every             

person suffers from these conditions after being in space, more than half of American              

astronauts experienced vision problems on long-duration space flight of about six months.            

Some of these problems are listed in the experiment "Fluid Shifts Before, During and After               

Prolonged Space Flight and Their Association with Intracranial Pressure and Visual           

Impairment."9 This consisted of astronauts being tested in the international space station,            

where different visual anomalies were observed. For example: 

 

 

 

● Liquid accumulation in the upper part of the human body. 

9 Stenger, M., Dulchavsky, S., Hargens, A. “Fluid Shifts Before, During and After Prolonged Space Flight and 
Their Association with Intracranial Pressure and Visual Impairment.” Space Station Research Explorer, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), March 2015 — October 2020, 
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Investigation.html?#id=1126. 

 



In normal terrestrial gravity, liquids of the body stay in the lower part of the body. But                 

because of microgravity, fluids like blood and some others remain in the upper part of the                

thorax, neck, and skull area, meaning that organs like the brain and eyeballs will suffer a                

change of their structure and functionality. 

 

● Intraocular pressure changes (IOP). 

The accumulation of liquid in the choroidal vessels causes an expansion in their volume,              

moving fluid to the eyeball's back. Due to this structure's rigidity, the system's reshaping              

cannot happen soon enough to get used to the amount of new liquid. The same happens to                 

the drainage veins. 

 

● Cataracts. 

Another high-risk reason is the amount of cosmic radiation and UV light that can cause               

cataracts and severe retina injuries. In space flights, astronauts are more exposed to these              

factors because of no atmosphere. 

 

No studies link color blindness and space exploration, but studies regarding vision problems             

in space are happening in the international space station. Many experiments are conducted             

there to study this possibility. In one of them, it is hypothesized: 

 

"… the headward fluid shift that occurs during space flight leads to increased pressure in               

the brain, which may push on the back of the eye, causing it to change shape. The Fluid                  

Shifts Before, During, and After Prolonged Space Flight and Their Association with            

Intracranial Pressure and Visual Impairment.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



This could be a possible link between color blindness and space exploration as The Colour               

Blind Awareness Organization, in their publication: Acquired Colour Vision Defects10, says: 

 

"Accidents or strokes that damage the retina or affect particular areas of the brain/eye              

can lead to colour blindness." 

 

 

Figure 24.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 The Colour Blind Awareness. “Acquired Colour Vision Defects.” The Colour Blind Awareness Organization, 
http://www.colourblindawareness.org/colour-blindness/acquired-colour-vision-defects/. 

 



Conclusion. 

Extreme, inhospitable, challenging, uninhabitable conditions are some of the scenarios that 

Humanity will have to face on their journey to space colonization. But, why do we keep 

including hand tools in our development rather than accepting full automatization is the 

way? Why bother continuing the design of rudimental tools for human hands? It seems our 

ideal scenario is always a human conquering adversity and not a machine. Devices, 

therefore, have symbolic value. The human taking control by holding tools with their hands 

is a narrative we are still adhering to in the current space exploration campaigns. The need 

to revive the spirit of exploration by showing Humans accomplishing basic tasks such as 

walking or hammering a rock recalls the founding myth of Humanity. It shows the tool not 

as a powerful object itself, but as the extension of our power. 

On this point, we must ask if tools are still indispensable or only symbolic and archaic                

objects that we used in our early stages as a species. From now on, we might need to think                   

about the possibility of colonizing without tools, without physicality, without being present. 

Can we fulfill our need of conquering by not being there? 

 

As we said, the use of these tools as an extension of human power should respond to                 

people's necessities in a specific context. To contextualize and introduce these objects to             

the Icelandic scene, the project took Space Iceland offices' support. The office is an entity               

that helps to connect with other people in the field and provides assistance about space               

matters. The aim is to welcome investors and create funding for space sector             

entrepreneurs. As part of this network of collaborators, the project is looking for             

partnerships and companies that could serve as sponsors and developers for the tools to              

test them and continue the research of color perception more formally and scientifically. 

The project was part of the Space Iceland monthly meetings11 with Christan            

Krokstedt, Business Development Director at Swedish Space Corporation. We discussed the           

potential Iceland has for space developments and analog missions and the steps the country              

has to take to enter the European Space Agency (ESA). 

11 Thor Fandall. “Christan Krokstedt, Business Development Director at Swedish Space Corporation,” 
November 2020, Space Iceland, 56:21. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/266973884720890/?active_tab=discussion. 
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